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Grads express enthusiasm: 'U Can Finish'

the dean, interim dean, alumni representative, University faculty senCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
ate representative, and a reader.
Messages on the caps of some
"Change is something that ypu
graduates such as "seven year plan" must anticipate," said commencement
and "U Can Finish" brought humor speaker Peter Bracken, preside~t of
to the otherwise long, formal ceremo- Martin Marietta Electronics, Infornies held at the UCF Arena Dec. 12. mation and Missles Group, to the
The graduation lasted the entire graduates at the 7 p.m. ceremony."As
day, with each of the five separate you leave this university, don't becolleges featured in one of three·sepa- come victims of change."
rate ceremonies.
After the speeches by the platform
Graduates from the College ofArts party at each ceremony, the graduand Sciences gathered for the tradi- ates were told to move their tassels,
tional ceremony at 9 a.m. The cer- which varied in color depending upon
emony for the College of Business the college.from which .the students
'1
Administration and the College of graduated, from the right side oftheir
Health and Public Affairs was held at caps to the left.
2 p.m., and graduates from the ColThe degrees were then presented,
lege of Education and the College of with the highest degrees being
Engineeringfilled the Arena at 7 p.m. awarded first. Medallions were preAt each ceremony speeches were sented to those graduates with the
~ · given by a platform party comprised highest GPAs in each classification
of the Grand Marshal, a commence- for the degrees.
ment speaker, President John Hitt,
The commencement speaker choProvostRichardAstro, vice presidents sen for the College of Arts and Scifor administration and finance and encesceremony was Charles"Millican,
for University relations, associate vice UC:F"s first president who held office
presidents, the dean(s), assistants to from 1965-78. For the College of
by Cynthia Conlin

' )

UNLOCKING THE FUTURE
•

Education and College of Engineeringceremony, OrlandoMayorGlenda
Hood spoke
To distinguish their efforts,· doctoral graduates wore gowns with bellshaped sleeves, and a velvet facing
down the front of the gown as well as
three velvet bars on each sleeve. The
graduates wore hoods of which the
color was dependent upon the college
of the student's degree.
Candidates for doctoral- degrees
in the College of Ai-ts and Sciences
included: Jennifer Burg, Julie
Carrington and Chi~jit Deka From
the College of Business Administration, William Jens was the doctoral
candidate.
The College of Educatipn doctoral
candidates were ·John Fravel, Peter
Gorman, Sharin P8Jlish, Celia Mir
Franqui, Jennifer Reeves, Amy Steele,
Maureen Morrissey Warner, and
John Wilton.
Doctoral Candidates from the College of Engineering included Timothy Durham, Jainpei Wang, and
Waisum Wong.
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UCF President John Hitt speaks
during graduation. (Biii cushlngtFurunS)

Added classes ease

registration wonies
by Rosibel Monserrate
·CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

)

ysan ra omas, a 1umor majoring in hospitality management, tries out the
combination to her new locker during registration last week. Students
prepare for classes and ad/drop which- opened this morning. (Denoy 0eeoer1RJruRE>

Music dies along with be-bop father
by Biii Cushing
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Add Jan. 6, 1993 to the list of
"the day the music died."
On Wednesday, Dizzy
Gillespie died in his sleep at the

age of 75. With his demise
came the true closing of the
be-bop era, one ofthepinnacles
of jazz talent and popularity.
Gillespie died in Englewood,
N.J. while being treated for
pancreatic cancer at a local

·

hospital. Fittingly, he was lis~
tening to his own music when
he died.
Born John Birks Gillespie
on Oct. 21, 1917, his professional career began at the age
of22 as a member of the Cab

Transfer students and students who did not register during early registration took advantage of registration Thursday and Friday.
To help students get classes,
the university added about 200
classes to the original class schedule; Nearly 1500 students registered Thursday and 1783 registered on Friday.
John Bush, the university registrar, said registration went
quite well, especially with the
added classes.
"I thought it (registration) was
easy. Everybody was real helpful," Heather Lash, a psychology
major, said. "I was able to get
classes."
Mc.st students were happy

with registration and were
able to register for classes.
However, some students still
had problems.
"By the time I got through
the line, classes were closed,"
Robyn Feldberg, an education
major, said. Feldberg said she
wa5 only able to get one offour
required classes. "It's frustrating not to get classes."
Enrollment this spring surpasses last spring's enrollment; according to Bush.
Stuart Lilie, dean and vice
presidentfor AcademicAffairs,
said registration is up 2.5 percent (in total student credit
hours) compared to previou
spring semesters.
The enrollment projection
for the spring semester is

· CLASS continued page 6

Calloway Orchestra. U singthe with the movement include the late
musical style and technique _Charlie Parker and Miles Davis.
established
by
Louis ·
"It {be-bop) is jazz finally reachArmstrong, Gillespie became ing its maturity," said Landon
a musical icon himself by be- Walker, operations program direcing one of the founders of the tor for Jacksonville's public radio
freewheeling sound known as station WJCT and a musician who
be-bop.
Other names associated
GILLESPIE continued page 6

CLASSIFIEDS page # 8
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For more infonnation call

382-0400

or come by for a personal tour and
don't forget to bring mom and dad!

Thatcher's landing is a
quiet neighborhood of low
maintenance 2and 3bedroom homes conveniently
located to UCF.
Some of the homes' many features include security system pre-wire, refrigerator with icemaker,
vertical blinds, vaulted ceilings and oversized patios.

When ifs time for fun and relaxation
you can enjoy the pool at Thatcher's landing or
the 27-acre recreation facility of Waterford Lakes
which indudes tennis and basketball courts, an
Olympic sized pool, ball fields, jogging paths
and lakes.

' Colonial Dr.

Conveniently
located to ua
on the corner
of Alafaya and
Lake Underltill.

Follow the signs to
Thatcher's Landing.

*Sales price $66,490. Down payment $19,990. Mortgage amount $46,500. Ba5ed on a 30 year Fixed Rate Mortgage at 8 l/4%over life of loan. Years-1-30 P&I $349.22.
Property taJces, insurance & HOA dues est at $190.00. Monthly payments-$539.22.
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SOMETHING To RALLY AROUND. SOMETHING PowERFUL.
Students, Faculty, Staff
and community members
may submit their artists
renderings of the new
UCF logo/mascot for use
at all UCF athletic events
and on UCF merchandise.
The selected entry becomes property of UCF
athletics. Attach name
and phone number(s) to
entry.

SUBMISSION DEADLINE:
'

January 29, 1993
ENTRY SUBMISSION:

•

UCF Library• SG
Campus-Wide Voting:
February 22, 23, 24

•
•
•

•
•

Address questions to Chris Marlin at 823-2191. ·

•

•

•
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· Students show concern over missiles in Middle Fast

•

International tension culminated Friday as the 5: 15 EST deadline approached for Saddam Hussein to remove missiles from a "no fly" zone established to
protect.Muslim Shiites in Southern Iraq.
According to media reports, the missiles in question
were moved Thursday after the United States, Great
Britain, France and Russia warned Hussein Wednesday of a military strike if he did not carry out the
request.
Although Pentagon officials stated Washington had
detected missile movement, clouds covered exactly .
where the missiles were relocated. The Pentagon considered the prospect of Hussein using the weather as
a cover and moving the missiles to a hidden site. Media
reports indicated Hussein had seemingly complied
with U.S.-led demands.
Officials reported aversion of a military strike Saturday as Washington called off action against Hussein.

-compiled from vario"us media reports

•

•

.
•

.

..
•

War had been avoided this time in the Middle East.
Two years ago, the U.S. military had not been so
fortunate. With the UnitedStatesleadingacoalition in
199 lf the deadline was set for midnight Jan. 15 EST. ·
· Thew~ began 18 hours later.
Students on Friday, a few hours before the deadline
for withdrawal ofthe missiles, were asked how they felt ·
about the prospects of going back to warin the Middle
East. They were also asked if they thought Hussein
would withdraw the missiles from the "no fly" zone,
south of the 32hd parallel. Many did not believe he
would. For the most part, students said the United
States must do what was necessary to ensure peace.

"I doubt he's going to
move the missiles. He's
. a stubborn person. He's
got to comply with the
U.N. resolutions. He
thinks he can do any~
thing he wants and h e's
going to have to pay for
it."
- Frank Parras,juni;;.;.;;.;;...;..._----~=o;.....;;"""" ior, Spanish

"I don't think we
should go back to war."
-Corey Lunford,
senior, criminal justice

"I disagree with war com~
pletely, unless that would
be the last resort. I think
first they should try speaking out and maybe compro·
mise."
-Norma Figueroa,
freshman, psychology

"I don't think he's going to move them at all. I
think he'll hold off and
get as much as he can out
ofit. I don't think we'll go
to war. There will be
troop movements."
-Sam Waters senior,
· . -, legal studies

"No I don't (think he11
movethemissiles). Thetime
frame seems too short to me.
i think it should be settled
by the UN instead of us taking aggressive measures
again:"
~Teri Klein, masters,
creative writing

"It's what needs to be
done. Hussein is still -a
threat, definitely. Unless
they ·do something about
him, he'll continue to be a
threat."
-Dan Jentink, junior,
graphic design

"I guess it would be
good for the economy."
-D an i e ll e
Digiovanni, freshman
undecided major

u1 doubt he'll move the mis- Em~!T'
siles. He basically wants to go LAHrmwF'' w'
towar.ldon'tthinktheAmerican people want to go to war.
I feel he needs to be put away
and, if not9- he needs to be
assassinated.
-Judy Fernandes, senior,
hospitality management

· "I think they should have
gone in and removed them
in the first place. I don't
think he's ever going to give
up the fight against the
United S tates. He's u sing
religion topowerthepeople."
-P et er ~J ohn Sutch,
graduate, environmental
· engineepng

"I agree. ff s a U.N. agreement. He (Hussein) deserves
whatever h e gets, as long as
C~nton agrees with what
Bush is doing.
- Bill Given, parent

Job prospects prove promising but salaries drop·for new year
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

•

•

•

Despite an improving economy, college graduates face a mixed job market
this spring. More job opportunities may
be possible, but expectations for salaries
are lower, according to a leading employment report.
"There is a widespread anticipation
that the new administration and Congress will put programs into place to
stimulate the economy," said Victor
Lindquist, associate dean and director
of placement at N orthwestem University in Evanston, Ill. He is the author of
the 1993 N orthwestem University
Lindquist-Endicott Report.
The 47th annual survey of business
and industrial firms nationwide found
that corporate America is relatively optimistic but that the outlook for 1992
graduates is only slightly better than
1992, theworstmarketforgraduatesin
the past 20 years.
Most of the 258 busmesses surveyed
are cutting back on recruitment on college campuses and are reducing hiring
in several disciplines including most
non-engineering grad~ates.
"Students will have to market them-

selves more effectively and have more percent higher; and mathematics or sta- tive in the Southwest, South Central,
fle~bility," Lin?q~st sai~. ;iiey mu~t tistics, ~percent higher.
Northeast and Northwest.,
realize that ~e1r dream JOb may be m
Patrick Scheetz, director of the Colle• The qualifications employers are
ano~her,,Iocation or at a level less than ~ate Employment Research Institute at looking for in college students include
desired.
Michigan State University in East Lan- flexibility, teamwork skills and the abilSome other findings of the report in- sing, found in a national survey that itytoprovidecustomersatisfaction. Comelude:
.
employers are projecting a decrease in puter knowledge is considered manda. • Stu~ents with degrees in computer the hiring of colfege graduates for the tory.
scrence will find an 18 percent increase fourth straight year.
The estimated beginning salaries for
in job opportunities.
The results were re- 1993 college graduates range from
. • De~and f9r stu?ents·
portedinMichiganState's $40,173forchemicalengineersto$19,114
with I?aste~s degrees mac"Students face 22nd annual national sur- for journalism majors. For students with
counting will fall nearly 66
vey, which said the most master's degrees, the average is $35,2891
percent.
more COmpeti- serious problem facing and for Ph.D.'s, $37, 755.
At the bachelor~s l~vel, 4 7
tion. . .in the
campus recruiters is the
College graduates also are competing .
percent ofthe firms will need
· b
k
limited number of minor- for jobs with people who have job experimore p~rsonnel, but 42 perJO mari
ity and female job-seekers, ence but have been laid off or are switchcent will need fewer new
• Victor Lindquist and the need for more ap- ing companies or careers. During the
e~ployees. For students
NORTHWESTERN
plicants with work experi- past five years, 240 of the 540 businesses
with master's degrees, 42 .
ence. Graduate students surveyed by Michigan State have lost an
percent ofthe firms will hire
also have unrealistic ex- estimated 24,454 salaried positions.
~ore graduates-, but 34 percent will pectations, the report said.
"Another factor affecting new graduhigher f~w~r students.
Among the major findings:
ates is the change in corporate hiring
A maJonty of the firms conduct drug
•Employers are becoming more se- practices,"Lindqwstsaid. "Students face
tests and check education and past em- lective about their.new hires, and some more competition from experienced per- ployme~t .references: Many_firms are firms won't consider applicants· with a sonnel in the job market."
now usmg psychological testmg.
grade point average less than 3.0.
Lindqwstestimatesthatfirmsin 1992
Students with ~egreesin engine~ring
•Job availability, while competitive hired 55 percent of new employees from
can expect salanes .2 percent higher nationwide, is better in the Southeast people with previous job experience, and
than 1992 graduates; liberal arts, 1.3 and North Central, and more competi- 46 percent oftne firms now use contract
personnel to fill professional positions.

t ,,
e·
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• Live cllWCS with experienced instructm
• Hundrros of~ of audio review
available 7 days a wea
• Extensive home study notes
• No ~e guarantee
• Industry Leader-53 ~ experience a11d
over 2 millicn graduates
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Sororlty for Afrlcan-:Amerlcans
starts first chapter at Ulliveisity
by Cynthia Conlln
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, the first sorority at UCF
featuring only African-American women, welcomed its newest chapter at a reception in
the Student Center Auditorium Dec. 12.
The chartering reception
began with a prelude by
VaveseciaJohnson, a welcome
by Letecia Brown, and a selection by Karen Adderly. Greetings followed by Valerie King,
the interim director of Minority Student Services, and Leona
Bums, president of the National Pan Hellenic Council.
"Every great university has
great traditions; we at the University of Central Florida are
very pleased to have Alpha
Kappa Alpha," King said in her
speech. "Weknowthattheheritage that you [the new AKA
chapter] bring can only make
UCF a greater and much more
diverse institution."
After the greetings 9 adviser
Kathy Gary presented the new
chapter members of the sorority who were originally called
the "precious Pearls."
The members are: Cheryl
Bateman, Karen Bedeau,
Sherry Biggers, Keisha
Bodden, Letecia Brown, Debra
Collins, Angela Dewdney,
Anita
Fryar,
Dierdra
Girardeau 9 April Holden ,
Camille Major and Wendy Still.
Of the members, graduating
seniors were Bateman, Brown,
and Dewdney.
Followir~g the presentation
ofthechartermembers,Alfreda
Gary, the president of the Orlando graduate chapter ofAKA
introduced Vertelle Middleton,

Arbour Village Apartn1ents
Arbour Village ... Nature's Beauty Surrounds You.
The freshness of country living with the convenience of
urban-life. Lush landscaping; towering pines and oaks, and a
park-like atmosphere complement Arbour Village. Just
walking distance to UCF.

• Professional management
•Exercise Room

FURNISHED APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
11600 MacKay Boulevard • Orlando, Florida 32826

.

( 407) 282-7333
Bril)! yoa bike to tbe

BIKE WORKS ll)Obie repai' serviceEvery Wed)esday , 9- 21111• aaoss frorv tbe Wid P°JZZa-UCF caropus

Karen Bodeau performs a dance during the Alpha
Kappa Alpha reception. (em cush1ng1FUTURE>
the regional director. In her
speech, Gary called Middleton
"the first lady of this South Atlantic region."
Middleton received a standing ovation before her speech.
"We are happy to be the ones
who are making the history of
AKA," Middleton said. "You
must be able to take the bitter
with the sweet, and if you can

take that, you can take it all."
Student Government representative Chris Marlin followed
Middleton with a speech wel~
coming AKA to UCF. ~ese
youngladieshavedefinitelycome
forward and t.akenrisks,"he said.
An artistic touch was given
to the presentation by a modem dance routine performed
by Karen Bodeau.

•Graphics
combined
with calculus

like never before
•32 kbytes 0f
RAM built in

..

2916 Corr.i~e Dr~, Orl, 898-0081
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Preprofessior:ial students can go directly from
undergraduate to graduate school, enroll full
time, and complete degree requirements in one
calendar year.
• rour terms ; enter in October. January
• Classes meet weekdays. evenings , ancl
weekends.
• Earn a master's degree in 12 monthsl

Master's degrees in:
Business Admin istratio n
International Business Admin istration
Accountinq
, - PleasesendbrochITTe and application form~ -

,

NAME - - - - - - - - - - - --

TOLL FREE

.

.AMaster's Degree
Within Your Reach!

~

1-800-423-USAF

- .
'

' ,

~· Students
4. .~ter the .Air Force

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

.

.

.

.

1993BSN

immediately after graduation - without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Serve your country
while you serve your career.

. [h~ ~!~;;~~

INTERNATIONAL Calculator & Computer

·,

LUIS, the online catalog in the library, will
NOT be available on Sat., Jan. 16 nor on
Sun., Jan. 1.
During that weekend, the Regional data
Center in Gainesville will be replacing the IBM equipment that
controls the computer-based
catalogs Qf all nine state university
system libraries.

newHP48S

•HP Equation Writer
and HP Matrix Writer
applications

.· ' . .

=

.Oversized walk-in closets
.small pets accepted
• Volleyball/ 2 tennis courts
•Sauna

• 2 laundry facilities
• 2 swinuning pools

I
I CITY
STATE
I
I ZIP
PHONE
I
I
I Return lo: NOVA UNIVERSITY
SB&E
I
IL _ _ _ _
3301_
College
Fort_
Lauderdale.
Florida
_Avenu~.
__
__
_ 3331'1
_ _ .J
' ADDRESS

+

NOVAUNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP
3301 College Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314
Toll free (800) 541-6682 , Ext. 7681
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StudeHtsl
(jtJtor's \.11Jnh'Like trJ An11ou11ce 1111A//
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. . Come See Tor 'fou/$8/fl
All New Show!
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U2&1

- THUR8DA'I

2.5¢8ffJ(
$1, T.5 f ffCtlfl(
9- ff P,M

Every Friday at 9 & 10 p.m.
Cos~ $5.00 • Featuring our
new Argon-Krypton, white
light laser system • color
graphics in motion, and ·
daz:zliog visual effects.

PINK FLOYD THE WALL - Every Friday at 11 :00 p.m •.• Cost $4.00
Sponsored by

The Orlando Sentinel
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Orlando Science Center I John Young P~netarium

810 E. Rollins St. • Orlando, FL 328Q3 • 407-896-7151
Take 1"4 to exit 43, 1I4 mile East on left i~ Loch Haven Park.

ROCK & ROLL
AT THE SPEED OF LIGHT!

-PHI GAMMA DELTA .

•
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GILLESPIE
FROM PAGE 1
played standup bass with
Gillespie during his 1990
Florida Theatre appearance.
"It finally covered all the bases;
not only did it swing but it
finally had that sophisticated
and intellectual quality that
jazz was to become."
Ironically, Walker added, it
was that very creativity which
- coupled with the rise ofrock
and roll of the 40s and 50s caused a decline in the popularity of jazz.
Dizzy must have felt some of
the backlash from the cerebral
quality that jazz took at the
time, he said
However, while jazz never returned to the mass appeal it enjoyed before artists such as
Gillespie, Davis and Parkerbegan
its new direction, Walkerobserved
that many oftoday's rising artists
- such as trumpeter Wynton
Marsalis,hisbrother Branfordand
pianist Marcus Roberts- are returning to the form started by
Gillespie and his contemporaries.
"We've lost one of the true
giants; not just of music but of
humanity," Wynton Marsalis
said upon hearing of Gillespie's
death.
Indeed, Gillespie became a
sort of worldwide ambassador
of goodwill, incorporating humor into his many messages as
he performed at festivals and
in clubs, theaters and on stages
around the world.
In 1964s disappointed with

working with
him was his demeanors which
was almost
musical in it_
self.
"He seemed
to embody the
music,"he said.
"There's a period before the
piece begins
Dizzy Gillespie (Court•y/Warrlck Collection}
when he would
- hear the music
the presidential choice between in his head and you could
Lyndon Johnson and Barry almost hear the music before
Goldwater, Gillespie offered it started by watching his
himself as a write-in candidate body and his movements."
with the campaign promises of
Gillespie's music also belegalizing the numbers racket, came known for its internaplacing Miles Davis in charge of tional nature. One of his best
the CIAand changingthename known pieces was "A Night in
of the White House to the Blues Tunisa," an upbeat and swagHouse.
gering tune that used an AraThis was a generation be- bian melodic background.
fore rock personalities such as
Gillespie was one of the
Joe Walsh and Frank Zappa first to collaborate with Cubegan running for political of- ban musicians and incorpofice in this country.
rate a Latin beat with some
"I think that 'Clown Prince traditional African rhythms.
routine' was just a part of his
Through that partnership,
whole being," Walker said. "It Gillespie exerted a great inwas a way of giving people fluence over Latino performaccess to him and his music." ers, even becoming a major
While the comedic aspect of factor in Arturo Sandoval's
Gillespie was widely known to decision to defect from Cuba
the public, Walker recalled "he about six years ago. Sandoval
took no nonsense" during his still calls Gillespie his spiriinspiring rehearsals.
tual and musical mentor.
"Essentially he was a real
"He seemed like royalty to
serious jazz musician,"he said. me," Walker said, adding that
"It was serious business With being with Dizzy Gillespie was
Dizzy. He just plain got the similar to being in the comwork done."
pany of an African chieftain.
Another aspect of Gillespie "Ifthere was nobility anywhere
that Walker remembered from in music, it was Dizzy."

CLASS
FROM PAGE 1
20,800 students.
Telephone registration never stoppe, adding an extra 50 days of registration. Even
though continuous registration is new and
was never advertised, 2000 students registered during the extra days.
Bush said the program kept those students
out of the lines Thursday and Friday and thus
was of benefit to students.
Bush recognizes that problems may still
exist for some students. Late applications,
health forms and residency problems are some

of the common problems.
~'I've seen fewer 'I can't get classes' than I ever
have," Bush said. '"Students are more likely to get
classes now."
Spring 1993 will have more students and more
classes. Lilie said the end resaj.t is more opportunities for students.
Bush and Lilie credit University ofCentral Florida
President John Hitt for the added classes. Hitt
authorized additional spending to increase the
amount of classes.
Additional resources are available for this summer as well. Summer course offerings will exceed
last summers and will at least match the summer
1991 class schedule.

·Welcome back
UCF students!

Bring this coupon into the Kinko's listed and receive
self-serve, single-sided, 8m" x 11" black and white
copies on 20 lb. white Q<>nd for just 3¢ each. One
coupon per customer. Good through 2128/93.

If you're new on campus, you may have

noticed that other students spend a lot of
time at K.inko's. Come into Kinko's
this month to receive these great
specials. These coupons can be
used together!

Open 24 hours
658-9518
12215 University Blvd.
(Across from UCF)

kinko•s*

A

the copy center

------------50% off
Macintosh® rental

Bring this coupon into the Kink.o's listed and receive
50% off in-store, self-serve Macintosh computer
rental time and laser prints. One coupon per customer.
Good through 2128/93.

Student Legal Services
Problems With:
Landlords
Insurance
_ Contracts
Traffic Tickets

Need:
A Will
A Name Change
Uncontested Dissolution
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representation in
certain legal areas for qualified UCF students.
For information or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the Student Center
Room 210
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Funded throug.'1 Activity & Service Fee by the Student Government Association

THE ARMY NURSING
CHALLENGE.
You've worked hard
for your BSN. You'd like
to continue the challenge.
That's what Army Nursing
offers ... professional
challenges.
Plus new study opportunities, continuing
education, travel. And
you'll have the respect and
prestige accorded an officer in the United States Army.
If you're working on your BSN or already have a
BSN, talk to your Army Nurse Corps Recruiter.

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

•
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ALPHA KAPPA PSI welcomes back
all business students to Spring '93. Get
off to the right start and rush AK'I'!

For rent 1bedroom 1bath fully furnishedshare apt with female student-Sun Key
apts. Call 422-4481 or 679-4497 for Lisa

212 apt 1 mile from UCF. Wash/dry,
dishwasher, fans. $450. 365-7532.

Own room and bath deposit $100 rent
$230 & 1/3 utilities non smoker dean
no pets call 365-8386. 3 1/2mi. from
UCF.

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

CLUB INFO

*Sherwood Forest*

SWAT

•

Student Wellness Advocate Team is
'having its first meeting Wed. 1/13 at
3:00. Our retreat is Saturday 1/16 we
will meet at 6:00 am for more info. call
the Wellness Center at x5841.
UCF Pro-Life Society
Volunteers wanted! Help increase
awareness & respect for life. Choose
life! Info. call Ana 281-1501 .

•

John Shadgett and Chris McGee would
like to wish all students, staff, and
faculty a wonderful New Year.
Moo Duk Kwan/Tae Kwon Do

Co-Ed classes now forming. Held in
the Education MPR. Tuesdays at
8:00pm and Thursdays at 7:00pm: No
experience necessary. For more info.
671-5406 or 380~6107.

call

ROOMMATES
Fem. needed to share 212, w/d, part
tum. $250+ 112 util. Call Nat 6n-4821 .

•

Female Christian roomate for house
near campus. $225 &1/3 utilities. Call
365-2940. Available 12115/92.
2 FINS roommates needed to share
room in Fox Hunt. 1/2 mile from UCF
$160 plus 1/3 util. Call Karen 380-9600.
Female nonsmoker for 3/2 quiet home
by Fashion Sq. Mall. Pool, spa, dogs,
washer/dryer. $250 & 1/3 elec .
896-3790.
·- - - - - - - Male/female to share 212 w/garage w/d
included near UCF non-smoker nice
neighborhood $245 & 112. 823-9498.
Share 3bd home, fireplace, patio, etc.
with grad student. $300 381-2965.

'k'iiH

Afghan boy puppies. Exotic, cute &
gentle. AKC reg . & shots. 16. wks old
needs loving owner with fenced yard.
$200 ca11 8n-9755.

cu

312 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967

2 BR 2 BA townhouse for rent walking

Lovely 2B 28 dupl ale heat vertical
blinds washer dryer near hwy 50 & Dean
Rd. $425 mo. $300 ·security. Call
648-5136 or eve 862-3188.

Water bed super single headboard free
pair of fitted sheets $100 obo 365-8386

n

* Hotel Service with dorm rates*
2 complete twin beds $70 each or 2 for
For rent, Colonial DrJAlafaya Trail. $105
$130 call Susy x56n day or 6n-5817
per week per person, double
occupancy, free furnished, linens, tv, .
maid service, rent by weekly,
microwave/refrg, cable tv, phone,
laundry facility, student desk, laser bus .
close by. Ask for Deborah or Betsy,
Honda Pacific Coast motorcycle 198.9
please call 273-1500.
purchased new .1992 800cc wate~ cool
shaft driven radio 2 years on service
For rent 2 bedroom apt. $420 a month
walking distance to UCF. 363-5636.
contract $8000 new will sell $4600
x2014
2 'bedroom, 2 bath, washer/dryer, walk
to campus. 12187 Descartes Ct. $425
per month call 695-3055.

AUTOS .

HELP WANTED

I

Christian family seeking a full time male
student to rent one bedrm. access to
kitchen & private entrance. $275 @
month. $200 deposit. Non-smoker no
drinking, own car. Lease. Call 2n-9437
Aida.
For rent 2 bedroom apt waliking
distance to UCF. Call 363-5636.
Room for rent-contemporary 3/bdrm
home in Alafaya Woods, washer/dryer,
$300 mon. utilities incl. , Jan.
occupancy. 365-1006.
2B/2B, duplex, washer:_dryer, very close
to UCF, available Feb. 1, approx. $440.
365-3425.

Gordon's Detail. Anything on wheels.
Bp. 623-4570 Hm. 657-6010.

Babysitter-Longwood Area-mature,
exp'd take charge person. Must love
children. References and transportation necessary. Call 4-7521.

85 gal saltwater tank, wet dry filter, uv
sterilizer, therm, coral, stand $450 Call
679-5415.

:

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. Earn

Babysitter wanted for 3 yr old Tues. &
Thurs. 9-5. Elem. Ed. Maj. preferred.
Personal ref. req'd. Leave msg
366-9357.

Sngl bed, includes frame great cond.
$75, call 658-4479 leave message.
Lg twin size waterbed w/sheeis $85
wery comfortable call Joe 896-2338.

Hypnosis study improvement memory
test anxiety stop smoking weight loss
excellent results 897-3834.

$2000+/month + world travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Carribean, etc.) Holiday,
Summer, and Career employment
available. No experience necessary.
For employment program call
1-206-634-0468 ext. C5418.

Sabre teargas also muggerstoppers
crime prevention equipment. Call Tim
at 407-281-6923.

distance to campus. Available Now.
$450 David 249-2865.

US Tracers is currently seeking
motivated students in the Orlando area
for FT and PT independent work.
(800) 886-6919.

Greeks & Clube $1000 an houri

;;.+s

WORDMASTERS 2n-9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast*Professional*Accurate
KCO INC Typing/ $1.50/ 678-6735

Mor F local live music nightclub

Typing/Wordprocessing. Reasonable.
WordPerfect 5.1. BA English .
382-8599.

Help Wanted: Earn up to $500 per
week assembling products at home.
No experience. Info 1-504-646-1700
D~pt. FL-307.
·

Each member of your frat, sorority,
team, club, etc. pitches in just one
hour and y9ur group can raise $1000
in just a few days! Plus a chance to
earn $1000 for yourself! No cost. No
obligation. 1-80Q-932-0528, ext. 65.

WP, EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538

Job Openings
Paid positions available in the Student
Health Resource Center with the Peer
Education Out-Reach program. If you
enjoy helping issues, doing presentations for your peers, coordinating
activities and much more then apply
now! Openings include HIV-AIDS peer
educator, rape prevention peer
educator and PR/activities coordinator.
Call 823-5841 for more details or pick
up an application in the Student Health
Resource Center.

looking for promotions reps no exp.
necessary. Must be 21 or older. Call
Tammy at 898-2328 or 1-349-9714.

RPS needs pit package handlers from
3-7am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715.

TYPISTS

Wordprocessing $3.00 per sheet.
Conveniently located in Alafaya
Woods Apt. Please call Susan
366-5256.
. The Write Type 382-8679
When you want it typed right!

Word Processing. Near UCF.
366-0556

OTHER

SERVICES
Guaranteed scholarships, financial aid,
stud. loans! Scholarships Unlimited
4524 Curry Ford Rd. STE296 Ori. FL
. 32812 (407) 382-0789.
Band available : rock band for your
party. 60's-90's classic rock. Call
656-9557 or 295-0748 evenings.

Become a pilot UCF's private pilot
ground school Knight Flight .has just
begun its Jan.12-¥ar.1 ~ sess10~ Tue.
night Late reg1strat1ons will be
accepted until Fri. Jan . 15. Enhance
your free time . ~nd expan.d your
horizons by acquinng recreation~ or
professional pilot status for more info.
or to register 823-6100 classes are Tue.
& Thu. from 6-9pm.

A
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Only $1 per line for non-UCF students. Deadline Febr.uary l_,. 1993 !
Drop this form off at The Central Florida Future busmess office.
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American Red Cross
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A Public Service of the USDA Forest Service
and your State Forester.

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.
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Saddam helps usher
in familiar New Year's
tradition: trouble

W

hat looks like an unfortunate case ofdeja
vu, we are starting 1993 much like we
started 1991: contending with Saddam'

Hussein.
The most ludicrous thing about the latest
antics of Mr. Hussein1 aside from his contention that the United Nations insistence he
remove his anti-aircraft missiles from the nofly zone is a violation ofinternational law (this
from the man who intentionally dumped millions of gallons of oil into Persian Gulf waters
during the war), is the Bush Administration's
attempt to take credit for making Hussein
"back down." Perhaps the · soon-to-be-form.er
president's men should be reminded that the only
reasonwehavetobother"backing"Hussein"down"
is the fact that theirman, President George Bush,
mis-handled the situation over there last time.
With U.S. forres a only a few miles away from
Baghdad two years ago, Bush gave the order to
stop the advance, both giving Hussein a reprieve
and setting the stage for this latest headache
rourtesy of the "mad-man, sand.:man."
The stated reason for this was that ejecting
H~infromKuwait was the objective, and, that
being achievOO, no further action was warranted.
The only problem with this strategy, and it was
aproblemmilitaryadvisorsinformedBushof, was

New semester gives students

chance to become involved

person will carry that experience with them and pass it
along to someone else.
2. By getting involved in activities that raise aware. ness, you can voice a wide number of social concerns,
thatH~stillhadalargeportionofbismilitary
LOST IN SPACE
On campus, 1 can think of no better place to voice your
machine intact, despite the thrashing he receiv:ed.
arjacking, dousing outrage or praise than in The Central Florida Future.
And almost immediat.ely Hussein displayed his
people with gasoline,
Last semester, the student body was witness to an
appreciation for the break given him by Bush by
drug abuse, suicide, amazing thing. When people began discussing issues
murdering· Kurds.
and $30 million for a new they were genuinely concerned about, the oddest things
NASA
space shuttle toilet. started happening. Because of a criticism of Student
Now he is at itfagain, trying to move missiles
it's
easy to get disillu- Government, people were suddenly encouraged to parYes,
into an area where U.S. planes are on patrol.
sioned in this world. As stu- ticipate on committees. Additionally, we learned that
Given his past behavior,itdoesn't take much to
dents, the added·stress dur- SG last fall played doctor and examined themselves at
figure out what Hussein's plans are regarding
ing the semester can make a fall retreat. And university wide, the unthinkable
those missiles and those planes.
things seem even worse. Con- was discovered to be true: a committee was actually'
sequently, people can some- considering a bike ban on campus. All these issues
So now we're,back to playing cat-and-mouse
timesfeel
powerless
to
change
the circumstances around would not have received much exposure ifpeople didn't
with Hussein. He pulls some sort of stunt, we
them. So instead of doing something about it, people , raise their concerns in the Futµre. It -was not, by
tell him to stop it; he wont, and we have to end up doing nothing. But there are two things we can
popular belief, an .act of God. While people's comments
threatenhim. Thecurrentsituationhasheated all do this seIJlester to combat these feelings: 1. Being might cause controversy, discussing an issue is always
up once again with an Iraqi attack oil a U.N. · there for someone else in need and 2. Getting involved useful if someone is honest in their opinion.
in activities that raise awareness.
bunker on Sunday evening.
Ifwriting is not your thing, you can volunteer for one
1.
Being
there
for
someone
else
in
need
can
not
only
the many organizations that raise awareness on
of
Hopefully, the Clinton Administration will
makes someone else feel better, but ourselves feel campus on a variety of social issues.
take action that carries some finality ,to it in better as well. While our own problems might seem
· But ifyou fail to avail yourselves of these mediums,
future dealings With Saddam Hussein.
important, there are invariably people around us who then you have no right to be complaining how awful
are wor,se offthan we are. Cla8smates can be experienc- everything is. In this is the case, you are truly powering an unbelievable crisis in their life that we are totally less.
So if you're feeling disillusioned about things this
The murder of Valencia Colnmunity College oblivious to. That's why when we see an opportunity to
help someone, we should take it. No matter how busy semester, help someone else if the opportunity arises.
studentSharonHendersonbyaoo-workerofhers, we are, the gesture can honestly restore faith in people.
Or even raise issues· regarding subjects that concern
JamesBeard,a man who made unwanted.romanEven friends sometimes don't reveal things to each you.
tic advanoos towards her for months, illustrates other, the same thing applies. Just someone kri.owing
Helping others in need and raismg appropriate
just how difficultitis to b8Iancevictimandsuspect that you thought of them can help tremendously ~hen concerns are the best medicines for what ails our
someone is hurting. And when we do help someone, a · community- and ourselves.
rights in our society.

Jon Sargent

. '-..J
n

Stalking Jaw useless?

Even though Henderson had filed the re~
qUired paperwork under Florida's tough new
stalking law, nothing could be done to Beard
because he had made no actual threats.
Many say this tragic incident was nothing
more than an anomaly-let's hope so.
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Photo Editor
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Bush's legacy won't be what he hoped for
Bill Cushing
WHAT'S NEXT?
sGeorgeBushfinishes
out his first and only
term as president, he
· ·· is busy running around the
world making a final farewell
From visiting Marines
inSomaliatohangingoutwith
Boris Yeltsin in Russia to
tlll'eateningSaddamHussein,
Bush is tcying desperately to
firm up his public relatioris
irnageforthehistoiybooks.As
usual it is what he does here athomethat really reflects the
reality of any situation.
Forthosewhoweren'taronndforChristmas, rm talking
here ofBush's seasonal gifts ofpardons given on Christmas
Eve to Casper Weinberger and five other former Reagan
aides indicted in the Iran-Contra affair. Reaction on both
sides·has been vociferous and hard-core.
Those against the pardon scream that Bush has taken
the action only to protect himself (a possible motivation
which could backfire because of several factors) and that it
- is only one more in a series ofsteps that have been taken to
block the truth of the matter from corning out
Those for the pardons (Bush's supporters and those
right-wing extremists who pressured Bush int.o the act)
said that special prosecutor Lawrence Walsh has spentfar
too much time and money on the case, thatanywrongdomg
was done out ofa sense ofduty t.o the country and thatit is
time to put the whole affair behind us.
Perhaps the truth ofthe matter can be seen in Bush's
own words. Of course, as with most things that come
out ofBush's mouth, one needs to read between lines VE-R-Y carefully.
The first argument Bush used injustifyingthe pardons
was that the whole affair had become a case of making
"political differences" a crime.
That line is a bit hard t.o swallow when one considers
that Walsh is a dyed-in-the-wool Republican.
But the best is yet to come.
· ··

"" .i6~·
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Whe1_1 Bush issued the pardon, he cited previous cases
involving presidential pardons as parallels to his own.
Beginning with James Madison's pardons of pirates
during the War of 1812, Blish dwelled specifically on
AndrewJohnson'spardonofthosewhofoughtagainstthe
UnionduringtheCivilWarandbothHarryTruman'sand
Jimmy Carter's pardon ofdraft evaders from World War II
and Vietnam, respectively.
As far as the pirates go, that argument gets thrown out
immediately since Bush went to great lengths to emphasize that the Iran-Contra ~ongcfoers were acting Qut of
somenebuloussenseofduty(althougheveryoneingovemment is sworn to uphold the Constitution, but that's
another argument)ratherthan forpersonalgain. Since the
pirates Madison pardoned were obviously trying to make
a living, that comparison is unjustifiable.
Letustakeacloserlookathowthosewhowerepardoned
for not submitting t.o oonscription during wartime and
choosingtoeitherservetimeorleavethecountry.Isay"not
submitting to conscription" rather than draft-dodging 00..
cause ·that is the real situation. Draft dodging itself is a
whole other animal which involves such things as admitting to homosexuality t.O get out of the process, feigning a

physical illness, even doing such things as-oh-getting
daddy t.o get you into the National Guard.
Defying the draft is not dodging it
Those pardoned by for not serving in the military took a
decisive and open stand todefythe governmental orders of
this country, orders which they considered edicts of an
nnconscionable nature. One can draw a similar parallel to
those who served the Confederacy during th'3 Civil War:
they disagreed with the operation of the nation and, in
disagreement not too unlike the American Revolution,
tookastandofarmeddefianceagainstwhattheyperceived
as an oppressive or disadvantageous situation.
The key pointhere is that all these people were engaged
in civil disobedience. It was out in the open, obvious and
eveiyone knew about it In other words, a stand had been
made and- right or wrong- those people stood by it
Now let's look at the Iran-Contra affair.
Were these people acting out of a patriotic duty and for
love of connby and oonntcymen?
Certainly that is what they insist but, ifthat is the truth,
why did they work behind closed doors, against the express
law of Congress, a law passed by a proper constitutional
method? Then, once discovered, why have these people
continued to cover the truth, withhold evidence, distort
- factsandplaywithlanguageandtestimonialstatements?
Actions are louder than words and we seem t.o have
volwnesofinformationsimplyfromthatwhi~hismissing.

Finally, there is the fact that for weeks we have been
hearing from these people (most specifically Weinberger
himself) that no wrong was done and there is no basis for
criminal action. If that is so, why do we need pardons
anyway? I alway~ thought one was pardo~ed for having .
_
committed some crime.
At least two former presidents have left office in disgrace:RichardNixonandUlyssesS. Grant Nixon resigned
wider a cloud because he appeared t.o have pulled some
underhanded tricks in order to secure the office and cater
t.o the extreme right wing of the party; Grant was an
essentially good man who tarnished his image by listening
to corrupt influences within his cabinet and administration.
George Bush seems -to have sucressfully. blended the
worst qualities of these two men into one personality.
He will, most likely, be remembered for this"

•
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Just another day in the doldrums of registration hell
-·~.------

Francis J. Allman
THINK-ABOUT IT
~ --

_

,
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·he day I spentin UCFs
iegistrationhellstarted
out to be one of~e best
days in my recent memory.
"fve finally made it,"
I thought to myselfasl drove
onto campus. "My last semester at UCF. All required
classes out of the way, nothing but electives left, all I
want t.o do is to add one
course; this should be a breeze."
Wrong.
. When I went to add the class, things appeared fine. The
lady said anew section ofthe class I wanted had been added
that day. I wouldn't even need an override; in fact, she
punched in my SS# to add it t.o my schedule right then and
there. I thought I was in heaven, but oh how the foul smell
o(brimstone soon permeated the air.
"You're on administrative hold," she said 'There's an
nnpaid parking ticket."
I had go~n one of those pesky little greetings from
Parking Services during the Christmas break. Ho ho ho.

T

But I had also paid it. Unfortunately, I paid cash. No
problem, though; they're sure to have a record ofme paying,
right?
Wrong.
'Tm soriy, our records show that ticket remains unpaid," said the voice on the phone. My grip on the phone tightened as I was informed all I
needed t.o do was producemyreceipt(a tinybitofpaperthat
no doubt had long ago been used to wrap a chewed piece of
gum and tossed out) and they'd take care ofme. Ifnot, then
I needed t.o come t.o the office and pay the fine-plus a $5
penalty since I was two to three weeks late .
Well, I went to parking services, and to be sure.I didn't
say or do something fd later regret once I got there, I
walk~ letting off steam with each step. And to be quite
honest they went out of their way to help me, including
searchingmanuallythrough the cash registertapes to look
formypayment,butt.onoavail. lgru.dginglyrepaid thefine,
though they waived the late fee.
I then took my clearance form t.o Records, where I stood
in line for several minutes only to betoldoncelgotnearthe
front that I didn't need t.o wait and oould have 'just gone
around the oomer to take care of that."
Thanks a lot
The hold cleared, I trudged back where it had all begun
to try and add that class.
"Mrs. So and so is busy right now," said the student
assistant. "Ifyou'll take a number we1l get right to you."

I looked at the number 86 hanging on the hook.
•
"Calling number 30," said an nnseen voice.
My.face began to bum.
Finally, I convinced the student assistant that since I
had already been there she couldjust add the class for me,
and, God bless her, that's exactly what she did.
After plunking down a pile of money at the bookstore, I
. sought out one ofmy Central Florida Future cronies (I call ~
him this because he hates when I call him a heathen) and
proceeded to bend his ear with this veiy same, sad tale over
•
a few cool ones and a game or two of pool
Feeling a bit better about the whole thing- after all I
did get the class I wanted, though the double fine thing still
had me steamed-I headed for home.
•
Searching for just the right music, I dug through a pile
of cassette tapes at a st.oplight, when I happened to see an
insignificant piece of paper with the word "screwdriver"
written on it I recalled that I had written myself a note t.o
borrow a screwdriver from a friend when I moved over the
break. I thought, "Couldn't be. No, rm not that lucky." But •
I turned the bit of paper over anyway, and sure enough,
there was my rec'eipt for the ticket I paid the first time.
The rest you can guess. Parking Services apologized,
saying the clerk had made a typo when ringing up my fine.
"Your refund will be mailed in two to three weeks," they
told me.
"No problem," I said.
I guess fil waive their late fee, too.

J
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Brazilian thrashing opening V.S. door
Sep~ltµra
)

'Arise' in Orlando and say what they will

Earlier this month. Sao Paulo, Brazil. was on "Time
Magazine's" spread about the deterioration of
megacities. lnthe background was an atypical big city
skyline in front was a slum 10 times more dilapidated
than. the worst section of New York City. Somewhere off in the distance is where the thrash metal
band Sepultura is from.
This is a scenario the band knows only too well: an
inflation rate. of 100 percent a month. Corruption
running so rampant. sometimes it is hard to differentiate the cops from the criminals. Speak out too
loudly against the government, and you might disappear, Hoffa-style.
It was in an atmosphere like that in which brothers
Max and Igor Cavalera formed Sepultura. Portu. guese for "grave," in 1984. After playing one hole in
the wall Brazilian bar after another. the band recorded
a_split LP with another Brazilian thrash band, Overdose. It was not long before word of Sepultura
spread among the underground. and before long the
group released a full length LP. Morbid Visions. on
the Brazilian label Cogumelo Records.
Now. almost six years after the band's first album
was released. Sepuftura is one of the best known
names in thrash metal. Their last album. Arise. was
released in 1991 and has sold more than 500.000
copies worldwide. Since its release. the band has
been on the road, neariy non-stop. On Dec. 11 , they
opened for Minisby at the Orlando Sports Complex.
"It's amazing we're still touring with the same

album for almost two years. and it's cool because of ·
all the different crowds and nationalities we meet. We
first played with 0-zz.y, and now .with Ministry. so
there's all of these different crowds." lead guitarist
Andreas Kisser said in a thick Portuguese ~1ecent.
Sepuftura' s success has enabled them to get out
of Brazil and see the world. The last few years have
taken them many places. including the Rock in Rio II
festival. for which over 100.000 people showed up.
"We never stop playing, you know? We did tours
in Russia. Indonesia, Australia, New Zealand. Brazil.
I like to go to a country and try different stuff. not go
to a McDonalds. Drink the typical beer, try the food.
most of the stuff I like. Igor (drummer Igor Cavalera)
is the one that doesn't like too muc~. Max (vocalist/
guitarist Max Cavalera) gets sick a lot oftime from the
food, because his stomach is fucked up." Kisser
laughed.
Though the band is certainly well traveled,
Sepultura's lyrics continue to focus on the decay of
their home country. What has changed, however, is
the band's perspective. Their earlier, pissed-off atthe
system tone has been replaced by a "Yeah I'm
pissed-off, but here's why" attitude.
"On Arise. we liked to write about fucked-up stuff.
and more about reality. We like to write about our
ideas. what we Care) thinking about; Cto) talk in general
about stuff, and not to be so subjective," Kisser said
· THRASHING continued page F2
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with a bit of trouble. yet remains
determined to speak his mind .
"It's just our point of view. not
to be too CpoliticaD or too radical on some point of view just saying what you think."
Another thing that has
changed with time is the band's
command of English. The
Cavalera brothers originally
learned English from translating their favorite Motorhead,
Slayer. and other American
bands' songs into Portuguese.
Now. after long tours in the
United States their English has
substantially improved.
"Before. wewouldjust write in
Portuguese and have a mend in
Brazil translate. Schizophrenia
Ctheirsecond album) was like that
-wedidn'tcareaboutthewords:
wewouldjusttranslatethem, and
put them in there. Beneath the
Remains (their third album) was
kind of better, because Scott
Bums Cthe band's producer)
helped [us a lot to put in the right
wards.1 The ideas all came from
. us, but he helped us with the
grammatical stuff. On Arise. we
did most of the lyrics in English.
Scott helped us a lot. too. to find
the right words. n .
As far as influences go, they
are not what you would probably expect for a thrash metal
band. Theywere first influenced
by bands like Metallica and
Venom. but over time the band
expanded its tastes.
"In the beginning, we just
listened to death metal and
thrash metal. Right now we listen to a lot of different stuff I like to listen to a lot of blues,
rock; I play a little bit of classi·
cal. I like new bands like Hel·
met, Ministry, Red Hot Chilli
Peppers, Metallica - I like to
listen to a lot of different shit. "
Sepultura has not only made a
nameforthemselves. butforBrazil as well. Muses Kisser: "I don't
knoN about heroes. but we defi·
nitely opened a lot of tjoors for
Brazil, youknovv, formusic. Especially for this kind of music! "
• dave bauer
central florida future

LUIS out for

W

e're working smart~,
too. So you don't have
to work harder.
For us, it means an ongoing
relationship with educators and
professors, striving to understand

'
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Duling that weekend. the
Regional data Center in
Gainesville will be replacing the IBM equipment that controls the
computer-based catalogs of all nine state
university system libraries.

The BA II PLUS:11 For business
students, this is the one to get. It
handles time-value-of-money and
offers cash flow analysis for internal
rate of return (IRR) and net present
value (NPV). Plus a whole lot more.
No matter what your major, no
matter what the course, there's a
scientific or business calculator
that's right for you. Do the smart
th ing: make one of them a part
of your professional personality
now, and for the years to come.
You'll be on your way to working
smarter. Instead of harder.
Try the entire line of TI scientific
and business calculators at your
local TI retailer.

TI

.TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

The TI-36X SOLAR, a general
purpose workhorse powered by
ANYLITE™ solar cells so you
never need batteries.
what's needed to help them make
math concepts come alive.
It means continually working
with students like you, discovering
firsthand what you expect from the
calculator you select.
The result? C alculators ·that
are highly recommended by your
teachers and peers. Calculators that
are perfectly matched to your major
and your coursework.
The TI-81 is a perfec t example.
It offers the most comprehensive,
easy-to-use graphing features available with extensive programming
capabilities.

"'Tra~rlc of Texas Instrumen~ lncorpoiued

:;© ~3 Toxas lnsrrumenu. l~orporat.d IHOQI<*'.:
•.(;>>;,,(':

-flUalOlt

on-site 11am.sat.,Jan.16.
5433 Rocking Horse Rd., Orlando

4200 s.f. Custom Country Pool Home on
2± Acres plus an adj. 2±.Acre Lot.

the count
LUIS. the online catalog
in the library, will NOT
be available on Sat.. Jan.
16 nor on Sun., Jan. 17
due to circumstances
beyond control.

And there are others. Like the
TI-68, an advanced scientific that
solves up to five simultaneous equations, performs complex numbers
and offers formula programming.

10 MINUTES from Tiil UNIVIllSHY Of CENl1lAL ROIUDA
• 4 Lg. Br/3- 1h Baths· Study (feak Floors)·
Open Houses:
Living Room • Kitchen w/adJ. Breakfast
Jan. 10 & 15, 1-5pm each day.
sitting room • 2 Flreplac.es • 4' Overhang on
Details &.. Free Brochure
Home • Ctrl. Vacuum System • Heated
800-330-2350
Greenhouse • Zoned for Horses...
~,,
<,"IF .~, 813-644-6681

~~!~:1~~-~~~:~:1~~n:~0 :j~ '.~ l'.::Jtf/llf~

McCulloch. Tum East; go f mile to Rocking Horse Rd.

Tum South: go 'Ao ml. to home.

r

I

·-~fiNrfRNAllONAL, l1D., INC.
·-:.
A licensed Ru/ Estate Broker

Catch The Action Uiith Our "
Student Special

Efficiencies, 1, 2, & 3 Bedrooms• Private Entrance• Patio/Porches o Tennis
Courts • Club House • Sparkling Pool!

•

&~~::~::~~~R;~~bf
Mon. - Fri. 9 to 6, Sat. 9 to 4, Sun. 12 to 4

~

)

ALLIED HEAL TH

9ROFESSIONALS

~

Plan a future that soars.
Take your science-related degree
into the Air Force, and become an
officer in the Biomedical Sciences
Corps. You'll learn more, you'll grw
faster-you'll work with other dedicated professionals in a quality environment where your contributions
are needed.
In short, you'll gain more of everything that matters most to you. You
and the Air Force. Launch now-call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

--- -----
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The Doctors 1Groove' as one Hooker 1 Booms'

Spin Doctors

Homebelly Groove...Uve
<Epic>
The recent success of the Spin
Doctors is due largely ~o one thing: .
non-stop touring. Fittingly, of the bands
three CDs. two of them are live recordings.
When the band's first disc came out
about two years ago, even The Spin
Doctors' own label was a little confused
about the make-up of the group <this
was very apparent when the label re- ·
leased a cover photo featuring six members of the ·band, when in fact there are ·
only four). But the Spin Doctors kept
touring and touring, and eventually radio

FREE

stations ·began to notice and give the
coming out with material that is cergroup air-play.
tainly up to par with his efforts of 20
The Spin Doctors has a very bluesy,
and 30 years ago.
·funk-laced sound which Homebelly
Lyrically, Boom Boom is about
Groove uniquely captures. The sound
average. Most of the topics covon this disc is very raw and unrefined;
ered are standard for blues musiit has a definite "live" feel to it.
cians - being left for another man,
A number of tracks on the disc
drinking, or just plain having the
stand out. such as "Freeway of the
blues. To Hooker's credit, he stays
Plains/Lady Kerosene," where Eric
away from anything overly cliche.
Schenkman's rough, gritty sounding
(i.e. "I've got the blues. got the
guitar playing.particularly stands out.
blues real ba-aad"), and does do
A live version of the group's Billboard
some interesting variations of these
Top-30 hit. "Little Miss Can't Be
themes like in ''I'm Bad Like Jesse
Wrong" is refreshing to hear, as the
James."
John .Lee Hooker
studio version has been played to
More importantly, Hooker's deep.
Boom Boom
death on the radio.
growling voice is powerful, yet beMost of the material on -Homebe/ly
(Pointblank/Charisma) lievably sad. When he says he's got
Groove was recorded in 1990, well bethe blues, he really sounds like he
fore the band achieved its current sucWhJen I sat down to write this does.
cess. Now that the band's 1991 album review. the first thing that entered
Yet the true judge of quality, for a
Pocket Full OfKryptonite has gone gold my mind was something to the ef- blues album at least, is in the music
<and probably platinum before long), Epic . feet of "Like fine wine, John Lee . itself. Hooker is joined by an array of
is sure to realize the group's superstar Hooker seems to only get better blues veterans, including Albert
potential and try to commercialize the with age."
Collins. Robert Cray and John
sound. But even if the Spin Doctors
F:or one thing, I hate cliches, so Hammond, who all add to the almake it big and end up cashing in like perhaps I should have thought "Like
bums impressive sound. Atthe same
Metallica. there will always be Homebelly
30-ish women. John Lee Hooker time, they prove that Hooker, deGroove, which will have preserved intact seems to only get better with age."
spite his age, can still bend strings
the band's original sound.
Foranotherthing,.Boom Boom is with the best of them.
not really better than any of the
· • dave bauer
numerous other discs he has re• dave bauer
central florida future
leased. But. at age 75, Hooker is
central florida future
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FREE 6'c SUB
I FREE FOOTLONG SUB I
I Buy One 6" Su/5And Get One Of I Buy One Footlong Sub & Get On~ Of1
I Equal Or Lesser Value FREE I Equal Or Lesser Value FREE With 1
I With Purchase of Medium Drink I Purchase Of 2 Medium Soft Drinks I
I Not valid with any other discoontoffer.Notvalid with I Not valid with any o~discoont ~ffer. Not valid with I
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I
12251 University Blvd . 1
I
$1 00 OFF
I 2-6" $ubs •2 Bags Chips I
Across from UCF Next to uc6 Cinema
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I
2 Medium Drinks . I
I
Phone Ahead For Pick-Up
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I
$4.99 .
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shutterbugs
wanted...
Got a good eye for pie..
tures? The Central
Florida Future is ~
rently seeking photographers to cover events
and news stories. Gain
experience, build a
portfolio, and get paid
for your efforts.
Contact Mike at
823-6397 or 823-.2601
for information

'

U'F
Upgrade your ticket to.graduation
Now's the time to make.the move. The huge addition
of classes in the spring tenn enables many UCF students
to make progress toward degrees. Cheek out the schedule
and check with your advisor. Then register for those
~credits you once thought you couldn't get.
For further information, contact the Registrar's Office (407) 823-5677

SHAC is A coMMiTTEE of UCF sTUdENTS whosE
puRposE is 10 REpRBENl THE sTUdENTS' NEEds,
iNTERB1s, ANd opiNioNs REGARdiNG ThE hEAhH
SERViCEs of UCF. SHAC foNcTioNs AS A sTUdENl
voicE To issuEs such AS HEAhH CARE AVAi~bilily,
hEAhH SERViCE, budGEl CONCERNS, ANd ltEAhH
FEB. SHAC MEMbrns Al.so SERVE ON VARious
coMMiTIEB dEAliNG whh HEAhh REIAnd CONCERNS
such AS iNSlJRANCE, hiRiNG, ANd hEAldt fEE

INTERBTEd? Pick up AN AppliCATioN Al lhE
HEAhlt RESOURCE CENlER.
AppliCATioN duE by JANUARY 1 ~, 199}.
Yll 82}.-~841 foR daAils.
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Thomas Dolby: finishing 92 in grand style
1
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Thomas Dolby <courtesy/leslie burke)

•
The University Pre-School
and
UruYCt11ity Blvd
Pizza 11
Child Care Center
Hut

~

;,

LL--~

12110 Diogenes C'.ourt
ortando, FL 32826
{ 407) 382-4744

Solon Dr.

...i

~----r~

t

N

Hours of Operation:
6 AM - n PM Monday - Saturday
6 AM • 6 Pl1 Sunday

DiogencsQ.
1

0

Ji:'~~

Extended Hours or 24 Hour Care
Available with One Day Notke

Ages 0 • 12 Years

J>BVANEv·s
Sports Pub & Eatery
7660 University Blvd.
University & Goldenrod
Goodings Center
679-6600
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trademark wit, has moved to a rougher
rock-oriented sound, Dolby has the
material for another album ready to go
for the studio. Another change from
Dolby's normal fare is the presence of
more narrative material on the latest
album .
"This is the first time I've dealt
with personal relationships in the first
person," he said, adding that he has
always tried to avoid the cliches of
personal issues in his songs. While the
songs have a more story-like quality to
· them, Dolby has still managed to avoid
the trivial by making the content as
universal as possible, with the possible
exception of "I Live in a Suitcase," a
song that is the closest Dolby has
come to an autobiography.
"The year before I moved to L.A.,
I actually spent a year in motels." he
said of the nature of that song.
He classifies "Close, But No Cigar"
as a "cautionary tale" dealing with love
and romantic relationships. Neon Sis·
ters" is "two or three stories strung
together, more on the self-destruction of my generation than on the AIDS
issue." Having the opportunity to .work
with such diverse American rock influences as Van Halen and the Grateful
Dead was a benefit for the album in
Dolby's opinion .
"It adds depth and richness to my
-work when I'm able to get input from
those kinds of people, " he said,
While he seems to be moving ahead,
or at least in different directions, with his
work on Astronauts & Heretics, his input for
the movie Toys" was intentionally retro.
Arranged with Trevor Hom, Dolby wrote
the Mirror Song, .. bogus video Williams.
uses in the film to break through a
security monitor. He plays keyboards and sings o n th ~
soundtrack, although Williams'
voice is used in the movie.
"The sound was deliberately
mid-80sMTV," heexplained."The
country's perception of MTV is
still caught up with Talking Heads
and Devo."
A P l I T M
Dolby admits that one of the
z:we
reasons he hasn't enjoyed more
One of the largest 2 & 3 bedroom
commercial success is the result
of the fact that he does not have a
apartments in. East Orlando.
: signature sound.
.
$299 moves you in!
· "I think that there's a tendency
Limited Time Only!
for people to find a particular formula and stick to it." he observed
( 407) 365-8388
·of many in his fieJd. "I try to make
•Windows in Every Kitchen • Sand Volleyball
everything Idoa departure of some
• Basketball
• Screened Patio
·
kind - often a departure from
• Free Basic Cable Service
• 3 Swimming Pools
sanity."
•Washer/ Dryer Available
•Tennis
While there is some loss of
• Shuttle Buses Available
• Racquetball
sales with such an independent
attitude, the trade-off comes in
From University Boulevard,
Alafaya Woods Blvd.
Dolby's ability to stay fresh.
head north on Alafaya Trail
"You know \"{hen you buy a
to Alafaya Woods Boulevard. University Blvd.
Thomas Dolby album, it's sort of a
Turn right and we are just
voyage."
$ bill cushing
ahead on the left.
editor in chief
Last year. he recorded a new al·
bum using the talents of Eddie Van
Halen and Grateful Dead members
Jeny Garcia and Bob Weir. He then
turned around to write the MTV parody
" Mirror Song " seen 1n the new Robin
Williams' movie "Toys."
No, it's not Michael Jackson; it's
Thomas Dolby.
For over a decade, Dolby has been
one of the music industry's eclectic
personalities. Coming out in 1982, the
year that MlY began its upsurge in
popularity. Dolby began his career
with a feature spot on a compilation
album of other progressive and new
wave groups as well as his own Golden
Age of Wireless, an album that featured his song "Blinded by Science" as
well an EP with the same song .
Working a style that combined the
musical experimentation of - Gary
Neuman and a sense of 'humor like
Randy Newman, Dolby took his time,
waiting five years before following up
with his Aliens Ate My Buick
Although it received critical ac·
claim from all quarters. Aliens Ate My
Buick never panned out commercially.
However, Dolby's followers did not
hesitate to support the work.
"I think that because there is only
orie mouth to feed here, I do not really
have any kind .of economic pressure."
Dolby said from his Los Angeles residence. Originally from Oxford, England,
Dolby has lived on_the West Coast' for
the past six years.
His time there seems to have been
helpfuL Besides his latest album, As·
tronauts & Heretics - a collection of
songs that , while retaining Dolby 's
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FRIDAY

JANUARY 22nd

BUD PARTY
*SPECIAL KARAOKE
WITH HOST DIANE

* $2.50 LITERS BUD
* $1.50 BOTILES BUD

,---, .
I Bring I
I this ad I
In for I
I tree

BRIDALS

Bridesmaids, Mother of the Bride
CENTRAL Fl.ORIDASWEDOING TRADinON SINCE 1942.

I gltts 1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I w!~~ I Fashion Square • 898-6122
I
I Altamonte Mall • 339-3131

c:ase

L _

_J Florida

Mall

•

855-7555
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Men's Basketball Results

FROM PAGE 14
Rattlers were winless in four
st.arts this season prior to their
game with UCF in the Capit.al
City Classic in Tallahassee on
Dec.16. When the dust settled,
the losing streak was still intact.
- althoughjustbarely. The Runrung Knights thwarted a la~
run by the home team and held
on to capture their first road
win, 68-66.
Game #8-Asecondhalfscoring
flurry by host UNC-Greensboro
to sent the UCF Running
Knights back to Orlando on the
losing end of 78-66 score. The
Dec. 18 loss to the Spartans left
UCF with a record of 1-1 for
their second road trip of the
season and 3-3 overall.
Game #7 - The Running
Knights battled back from a 15
point second halfdeficit and had
two chances to tie the game in ·
the final seconds, but came up
short against Grambling in the
first round of the UCF Classic
on Dec. 21 at the UCF Arena
The 85-81 defeat was the first
time in the seven year history of
the Classic that UCF has not
won the opening game.
Game #8 - The McNeese State
Cowboys claim one ofthe tallest
lineups in college basketball.
While a few big name schools
might argue that point~ the
McNeesepost players must have
looked like giant redwoods . to
the UCF Knights on Dec. 22 at
the UCF Arena. The visitors
from Lake Charles~ Louisiana ·
parlayed a two to one reboundillg advantage into a 77-73 victory over the Knights in the
consolation game of the UCF
Classic. Viet-Or Saxton averaged
20points in the two tournament
games and was the only UCF
player named to the All-Tournament Team.
Game #9 - The UCF Running
Knights shook off a three game
losing skid to upend the Maine
Black Bears, 78-67, before 827
fans at the UCF Arena on Dec.
30. The Knights played arguably their best game of the season, snapping Maine's impressive five game winning streak.
Game #10 - In tlieir next game
the UCF Knights coughed up a
season-high 25 turnovers that
led to 29 points for the visting
University of Buffalo Bulls,
which wrote the epitath for a
72-68 defeat Jan. 2 at the UCF
Arena. The Bulls tasted victory
for the first time this season,
bumpingtheirrecord to 1-8 and
3--34 overall for two seasons.
Game #11 - Jan. 4 was a night
of records and revenge for the
UCF basketball team. A record
crone at the 14:25 mark of the
second half, when Phillips fed
Davis for a 3-point basket, to
become UCFs all-time career
assists leader. But the record
was aimost incident.al to the
main business at hand and that
was paying back North Carolina-Greensboro for a 12 point
defeat that the Spartans
dropped on the Knights on Dec.
18 in Greensboro. UCFprevailed
in the rematch topping UNCG
72-66.
Phillips broke a 20-year-old
record set by Mike Clark and is
just shy ofthe three point record.

12- 5

Winthrop

Womens Basketball Results

99-91

12-21

Grambling

12-8

Florida Atlantic79-62

12-22

McNeese State -73-77

12-12

South Florida 81-92

12-30

U. ofMame

12-14

Mercer

12-16
12-18

78-81

Florida A & M 68-66
UNCG

66-78

81-85

78-67

1-2

U. of Buffalo

1-4

UNC-Greensboro72-66

1-6

Samford

·-------·------·------

68-72

52-65

12-1 South Florida 110-55

12-19 LSU 77&67

12-4 Nicholls State 76-83

12-30

12-5 Memphis State 79-41

12-31 Baylor 110-67

12-8 GeorgiaSouthem 101-47

1-1

Monmouth 81-73

12-11 New Orleans 85-46

1-4

South Flonda 81-78

12-14 Louisiana Tech 90-39

1-9

SLU 60-61

Kent 112-66

...
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ORL,ANDO
RECORD ·
CONVENTION

..._,_..~

I

·

I

Bring Friends .. .
Roommates .. .
and Money!!!

SATURDAY, JANUARY 23, 1993
10:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

UNIV. OF CEN. FLA. ARENA

I

Alafaya Trail & Univ. Blvd.
(407) 823-3070
1000's of LP's & CD's For Sale
Oldies, Punk, Jazz, Rock, Metal, Soundtracks,
New Wave, etc., both New and Used. •
Plus Posters: T·Shlrts, Buttons, 45's & Cassettes. .

ADMISSION $2.00
For more information: (407) 282-95'40
(904) 371-4350 Gainesville (dealers)

• Used UCF Textbooks
• Ref ercnce Books
• Hallmark Cards
• UCF

..

Belz Factory
Outlet World

I

OUTLET· .· 36~~~6~o

I

_J

• Magazines & Bestsellers
• Schaum's Outlines
• Backpacks
..
Clothing

·10'% student discount on ro!'.Jular ·merchandise with UCF ID .
'

(

·

llfXTu RECYCLE ·

~FOR CASH

Texlbooks rapidly become obsolelel Changing inforrnalion resulls
in lhe need for new cdilions, which make older editions less
markelable. Your books will never be worlli mor9 lhan 1iuli1 now.

IT'S
ACADEMIC
The
Off Campus Bookstore

.University Boulevard at Alafaya Trail

658-4612

<
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MEN
FROM PAGE 16
tended the lead to 20 points and
coasted in from there. Bubba
Sheafe, a second teamAll-TAAC

•
•

player last season, was next in
line for Samford with 15 points.
Sinua Phillips and Victor
Saxton had 12 points apiece t.o
lead the UCF scoring, while
Eddie Foster added 10 points.
Darryl Davis, who scored a sea-

son high 26 points just three
days prior against Greensboro,
had a season low six points at
Samford.
The men's next game is a
home rematch with Florida A&
M. Tip-off is 7:30.

LADIES
FROM PAGE 16

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

not play as individuals."
The2-10record demonstrates
the youth and inexperience of
the team, but Richardson and
the players remain optimistic.
"Our victories are in our improvement," Richardson said.
The biggest display of improvement was shown against
state rivals at the University of
South Florida. The first matchup opened the Lady Knights
season and ended as a 50 point
loss. In the second match-up
with the Bulls, UCFfell by three.
wrhe intimidation factor is
not there," Richardson said. "We
are not turning the ball over as
much and the women are starting to understand what each ~~i
has to contribute to the team."
The 2-10 record though demonstrates the youth and inexperience of the team. Richardson
said that the team is not deep
with talent (Division I college
experience) and many players
do not have big game expE:rience.
The team has lost freshman
guard Jenni Metz and Junior
guard/forward Jennifer Clark
is out with an injury. The team
is beingforced to look to a young Forwards Lenette Frazier and Lisa Nuxol put the squeeze
team t.o carry them through in
on the competition and hold down the scoring. c0eHoog1FuruRE)
the big games.

Ten Trivial Tidbits
that crossed UCF women's basketball coach

Jeny Richardson's mind
during a recent home game.
10)
9)
8)
7)
6)

5)
4)
3)
2)
1)

Gee, I miss coaching in New Mexico.
... , wish we had better looking cheerleaders.
Are those two fans here to see us?
What pinhead came up with the name Trans America
Athletic Conference?
We're down by 48. Let's see, I need to wash my car, pick
up the dry-cleaning and run by the grocery store. Ugh, oh,
down by 50.
I wonder what the half-time show is tonight
Wait, is that an Orlando Sentinel writer? Nah, couldn 't be .
Maybe, we could be the half-time show tonight.
How can I get my whites their whitest?
Where the hell is Mercer?

AIR FORCE ROTC UNITS
FILLED TO CAPACITY
NOT!
· Don't believe everything you hear. The Air Force
continues to seek outstanding students to fill future
officer requirements. See yourself becoming a
leaderp graduating from college as an Air Force
officer with fully developed qualities of character and
managerial ability. Notfce, too, the opportunities. Like
eligibility for scholarships programs that can pay
tuition, textbooks, fees ... even $100 in tax-free
income each academic month.
Visualize a crisp uniform that reflects pride in yourself and your ability to accept challenge . Get the
picture? Now make a call!

2 -124
AIM HIGH -- AIR FORCE
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•
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WEDS. JAN. 13 7:30 PM
STUDENTSFREE!RESERVED
STUDENT LOWER LEVEL SEATS (FREE)
NOW AVAILABLE AT THE UCF ARENA
BOX OFFICE. (LIMITED #AVAILABLE)
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InconsistencyplaguesKnights duringbreak
Mike Hasselbeck
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

While most of the student
body was busy enjoying the holiday break, the Ruilning Knights
were busy trying to chalk up
awinning record in the dozen
games UCF played during the
vacation. UCF completed the
break with a 5- 7 record.
Game #1 - The season opener
wasn't pretty, but the Running
Knights managed to emerge victorious over visiting Winthrop
on Dec. 5. An "ugly" free throw
shooting performance prevented
the Knights from enjoying a comfort.able winningmargin, but the
99-91 final tally was enough to
get the job done. How bad was
the free throw shooting? The
Knights connected on only 18 of
44 attempts, for an anemic 41
percent.
"It's just something we've got
to practice," said point guard
Sinua Phillips. "We've got to
come to the free throw line mentally strong-to knock that free
throw down." Phillips led all
scorers with a career high 25
points.
Game #2 ~ If there exists a
magicelixirfor curingfree throw
shootingwoes, UCFHead Coach
Joe Dean may have a bottle
stashed away in' a secret vault
under the UCF Arena. The
Knights did an about-face

against Florida Atlantic University three days later. The
team sank 80 percent (29 of 36)
of their free throw attempts
enroute to a comfortable 79-62
victory over the visitors from
Boca Raton at the UCF Arena
on Dec. 8.
The magic potient may have
been nothing more than a
healthy dose of positive thinking. "You never want to dwell on
negatives," Dean said. "Afterthe
Winthrop game, we spliced together a free throw highlight
tape. We put every free throw
the players made in that game
on this tape and showed it to
them in the team room before
practice."
Game #3 - On Dec. 12 the Running Knights marched deep into ~
the heart of the mighty Metro
Conference and threw abigtime
scare at the basketball Bulls of
. the University ofSouth Florida. Victor Saxton tries to oontrol the ball against Winthrop, the Knights first victory. At times the
The Knights were as. close as Running K.,ights seemed to be letting things get away from them. <DeHoogJFuruRE)
fi~e points with six minutes to
haps the toughest team on their want to be happy after victories. the the Trans America Athletic
play and had a chance to cut the schedule. The Bulls emerged Until we can win games like Conference's number one
lead to three when Phillips from relative obscurity to earn a this- tough games on the road, ranked team, the Knights tried
missed the front end ofa 1-1 free postseason bid in each of the we're never going· to be satis- to deliver the knockout blow.
throw opportunity. The Bulls last three seasons, including two · fled."
·But a succession of missed three
went on a 10-3 scoring stam- trips to the NCAA tournament. Game #4 - In their first confer- pointers and fast break tumpede in the next three minutes But the fact that UCF gave the ence game ofthe season, the the overs allowed the Bears to put
to salt the game away and win Tampateamagoodrunfortheir Knights ledthe Mercer Bears togethera12-3runtoscramble
comfortably by a score of 92-81 moneywaslittleconsolationfor byfourathalftime,andextended back into the leadand win, 81before 4,937 Sun Dome fans.
Dean: "We're happy with the the lead to as many as nine 78.In South Florida, the Knights effort, but the UCF basketball points in the second half. Lead- Game #5 - The Florida A & M
faced one of the country's fast- program always seems to be ing by seven with five minutes
est rising programs and per- happy with good efforts. We to play and smelling an upset of
B-BALL continued page 14

.Women begin
·c onference·
play with win

.

Mike Hasselbeck

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

It took only 5.5 seconds for the UCF
women's basketball team to win their
first game in the Trans America Athletic Conference. The Lady Knights rebounded from an eight point halftime
deficit to defeat the Lady Lions from
Southeastern Louisana, 61-60 with a
last second basket by Lonette Frazier.
Frazier led the team with 21 points
and Tara Gibson followed with 14.
Gibson said the victory was especially
sweet because the team finally broke a
nine game losing streak.
"We were tired of losing and we knew
we could beat them (SLU)," Gibson said.
"We are off to a good start for conference play," Batz said. "This victory will
help to get us back on a roll for winning."
The women kepthusy over the break,
but Richardson said he looks at the
games thus far as preseason.
"The good teams we played exposed
our weaknesses," Richardson said. "We
addressed those areas and are more
prepared [for the conference schedule.]"
Batz agreed the tough schedule before Christmas helped prepare the team.
"We still need to pick up the intensity
from the beginning of the game," Batz
said.
"We are mentally tired," Gibson said.
"We need to pull together as a team and

·

(.

Bulldogs hand
Knights
. costly
loss, 65-52

Jenni Malone

LADIES continued page 15

J

Sophomore Lonnette Frazier denies a Lady Lion two points enroute to a
UCF's first conference victory over Southeastern Louisiana (O.Hoog1FurnREJ

Typical ofthe on-again, off-again season that UCF has been having, the Running Knights dropped an important conference game to Samford, 65-52. After
spanking North Carolina-Greensboro at
UCF ArenaonJan.4, the Knights made
the eight hour bus trip to central Alabama to face Samford for their second
Trans America Athletic Conference
game of the season. But they might as
well have stayed on the bus.
"I thought it was a disgraceful performance by our team," said UCF coach Joe
Dean in a postgame interview. "We wer~
an embarassment tonight. I want to
apologize to· the University of Central
Florida be.cause we put on a performance tonight that was probably one of
the worst that we've had since I've been
coaching here."
After spotting Samford a 7--0 early
lead, the Knights rallied to take a 16-15
advantagemidwaythrough thefirsthalf.
The Bulldogs countered with a 14-3 run
· to close out the first half with a 10 point
advantage, 31-21. It could have been
worse. Samford, which is one of the
better 3-point shooting teams in the
country, went only three for 13 on their
first half 3-point attempts.
But Samford blew the game open in
the second half. Led by the 21 point
output of Brad Smith, the Bulldogs ex-
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Magic improved, but are they a playoff team?
Trace Trylko
Magic Maneuvers

•

•
•
•

•

The Orlando Magic have
played 28 games and find
themselves three and a half
games behind the New York
Knicks in the Atlantic Division. Orlando is tied with the
Boston Celtics for third place.
But, don't celebrate this good
news just yet. The reality is
the Magic are an inconsistent
bunch that have not learned
how to come away with victory
in the games they are expected
to win. This past weekend's
back-to-back games with the
Knicks and the Indiana Pacers clearly demonstrate why
the Magic have dropped as
many as they have won.
Friday night,' Orlando held
the Knicks to 15 fourth quarter points and rallied from a
79-67 deficit to escape with a
one-point win. Shaquille
O'Neal dominated Knicks' center Patrick Ewing and finished
with 22 points, 13 rebounds
and five blocked shots. Ewing
dumped in 21 points, but hit
on just nine of 27 shots.
O'Neal's defensive pressure
was the difference at the end,
as he forced Ewing to take an
off-balance shot that missed
the mark with two seconds re-

maimng. O'Neal grabbed the
rebound and the Magic slipped
by with a 95-94 win.
Lost in the hype and hoopla
of this emotional win was the
strong play of Terry Catledge.
Catledge came off the bench
for 10 points, seven rebounds
and two steals. Catledge had
been on the injured list since
Nov. 20 after fracturing the
fourth metacarpal in his right
hand.
In addition to Orlando's
strong defensive showing
against the Knicks, the Magic
were buoyed by Dennis Scott's
29 points. The Magic also hit
10 of 18 shots in the fourth
quarter and turned the ball
over only once at the end.
Saturday night told a much
different story. Sure, O'Neal
lit the scoreboard up with 30
points, but even that was not
enough to prevent a 104-88
loss to the Pacers. The Magic
came out flat and were
outscored 34-21 in the first
quarter. The Magic did not look
like the same team that was 62 in back-to-back games~ but
rather the team that has
struggled to find consistency
this season. Magic Head Coach

•

•

~

<;

The strong· play of #3 Dennis Scott is necessary if the Magic want
to remain in the thick of the playoff hunt. (Dehoog/FUTUREJ
Matt Guokas offered no excuses for the team's poor performance against Indiana.
"This is professional basketball and you have tQ be ready
to forget what happened in the
past and strap it on the next
night," Guokas said. "We just
came out and didn't play well."
Friday's leading scorer,
Scott, was held to just six points
in 32 minutes of action. Scott

did not offer a_ny excuse~ ei- shots.
ther, but stressed that good 2) DEFENSE - When tbe
teams are able to come back Magic are in the opponent's
after ~motional wins and build face, they more than hold their
on momentum.
When they are not, they
"We definitely didn't have drop games like Saturday
the same spunk, the same fire- night's Pacers debacle.
power that we had last night," 3) FREE THROW SHOOT~aid Scott. "There is no real ING - Orlando is shooting
-axcuseforwhywelostthegame barely · over 70 percent from
.~rr why we didn't play well. The the free throw line. This is the
good teams have an emotional third lowest mark in the
win and come back and play it league. The Magic waste many
ai;ain/'
scoring opportunities by not
- Orlando's 14-14 record has sinking these buckets. This is
produced its share of positive one fundamental of the game
and negative accomplish - _ they must work on, or victory
men ts. After the same number will continue to escape them in
of games last year, the Magic the close games. The Magic
were a dismal 6°22. Orlando blew more than 10 scoring ophas already won 10 games at portunities from the line in the
home.LastyearattheOrlando fourth quarter in last week's
Arena, the Magic managed just 102-99 loss to the New Jersey
13 victories. Meanwhile9 the Nets.
Magic are off to their best start
The Magic will look to imin the club's history.
_
prove upon these elements and
O'
Neal continues remain in the thick of the Atto shoot well and remains lantic Division scramble when
amongtheNBAleadersinscor- the defending NBA champion
ing and rebounding. He is av- ChicagoBullsfacethemat 7:30
eraging 22.8 points per game, p.m. tonight at the Orlando
goodforeleventhin the league. Arena. This will be the first
In addition, O'N eal's 14.9 re- meeting between these teams
bounds per outing trails only this season. Chicago is 23-10
Detroit's Dennis Rodman's and in first place in the Central Division. They lead the
19.4.
However, the Magic con- Cleveland Cavaliers by three
tinue to be plagued by incon- games. Michael Jordan leads
sistent defense, dismal free the league with a scoring averthrow shooting and during age of 32.2 points per game.
their recent slump, shooting Magic players know they must
problems from key players like rise to the challenge to defeat
Nick Anderson and Scott Jordan and the Bulls.
Skiles.
"This is what we do for a
As the midway point in the living and we· need to take it
season approaches, the follow- very seriously and get ready
ing areas of improvement are for the Bulls on Tuesday,'' said
critical to the Magic being able Skiles.
to hang tough in the Eastern
Following tonight's media
Conference's playoff race:
frenzy over Jordan and O' Neal,
1) DENNIS SCOTT MUST the Magic go on the road for
BEON-O'Neal'scontributions three games. The Magic will
are without question, but the look to improve upon a 4-7 road
Magic struggle if Scott isn't record when they visit Boston
sinking shots. He hit only three on Friday. The Celtics blasted
of 13 versus .the Pacers and the Magic 117-102 at the Orhas connected on only nine of lando Arena on Dec. 8. The
his last 35. Orlando is a much MagicfaceJordanandthegang
better team with rookie for the second time this week
phenom O' Neal, but without in the Windy City Saturday
Scott they simply can't play night. The Magic will conclude
Shaquille O'Neal, #32, has muscled his way to the top of the NBA's with the big guys. In the big the road trip in Philadelphia
win over the Knicks, Scott was Monday night. Orlando is 2-0
scoring and rebounding categories. coehoogJFUTURE>
on the mark, hitting 10of19 versus the 76ers this season.

own.
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Georgia bulldogs Ohio State, 21-14, m
Jenny Duncanson
SPORTS EDITOR

Millions of people slept off their New
Year's Eve's celebrations and sat in
front of a television set to watch one of
the year's most exciting bowl games,
the Florida Citrus Bowl, live from Orlando. Across the country people witnessed a down-to-the-wire game which
ended with the University of Georgia
Bulldogs pulling out a victory over the
Ohio State Buckeyes, 21-14.
The game was one of the closer competitions of the collegiate post-:-season
and featured future National Football
League hopefuls ,.like Georgia's star
running back and Reisman Trophy
runnerup Garri~on Hearst, exciting,
versatile Bulldog flanker Andre
Hastings and Ohio State's bruising
tailback Robert Smith.
The camera's eye picked up all the
hard-hitting action and the colorfulglitz ·
andglamourofthe half-time show, but
still viewers did not get to see the
whole story. The Florida Citrus Sports
Association and the Central Florida
community offered the coaches, ·players and fans more than a week of pep
rallies. festivities and bowl week fun.
While the Citrus Bowl does not have
the largest purse. to offer the schools,
the teams and their families got many
extras which cannot be found in Shreveport, Louisiana, home to the Poulan
Weed Eater Independence Bowl.
Some may have only been interested
in the game itself and not all the extraneous hoop-la while others may have
only been warming up for other seemingly more important bowl games.
Unknown to the general public were
many more events whi.ch made up the
10 days leading up the main event, the
game itself.
Early in the afternoon on Dec. 23 the
two teams arrived, 10 days before the
game. Due to the holiday timing of the
festivities, most families were able .to
accompany the players and were included in most of the activities.
Every morning except Christmas began with team practices, after all the
game. was the reason for being here.
But after the hard work was done, the
teams found time to take in the sights
of Central Florida.
As proper hosts, Orlando rol~ed out

the red carpet and gave the players
and their families royal treatment.
Between practices and press conferences they visited every major theme
park and a couple of local nightclubs.
Every day the players were wisked off
to another afternoon of relaxing and
forgetting, at least for a while, about the final and most important game of
·
the season.
Some of Central Florida's underprivileged children and disabled youth
benefited from the presence of the
teams. Inbetween football practices and
being tourists, players found time to do
some charity work. At the Walt Disney
World sponsored "Day with the Kids
Barbeque", pairs of players, one from
each team, were matched up with one
special child for an afternoon of games,
food and fun.
As the game day drew closer the
unavoidable pressure began to grow
and the teams began to concentrate on
gearing up for the big showdown.
Ohio State held its own pep-rally
and both teams participated in the
Florida Citrus Bowl parade through
downtown Orlando and attended the
Florida Citrus Bowl Pep Rallies and
New Year's Citrus Eve at Sea World.
The players bypassed New Year's
Eve parties arid saved the celebrating
for after the game. Bowl games are
significant to the season in that they
are the final game of the season, the
final game for seniors and a. decision
making time for those who are considering persuing a career in professional
football.
The game itself was a major event
which took hundreds of people to put
together. Not only were the teams and
their athletic staffs on hand for the
game, but both schools' bands, cheerleaders and mascots, including
Georgia's infamous bulld()g, UGA V,
added to the festivities.
Even after the game, 0-town still
put on a show for the bowl participants
and their fans. Following the postgame press conference, the teams
headed to Church Street Station for
the "Boola Bowl" celebration and an
awards ceremony.
The Citrus Bowl was a financial sue-

The University of Georgia piled on the talent and can\e
Bowl on New Year's Day. The game capped oft a
cess for the backers, aratings success for
the networks and a big victory for the
University of Goergia The bowl is a
memory for those who watched it, but an
even fonder memory for those who were
involved in activities the entire week.

Hearst an.d
Hasf-~nds to
-..&&&&·
move on
The University of Georgia had a secret weapon, #5 Garrison Hearst (pie&
tured left.)
The junior scat back ran for 28
carries in the Citrus Bowl gaining 163
yards and scoring two touchdowns.
The All-Star candidate ran for 968
yards in the 1991 season and was
runner-up for the Heisman in 1992.
Hearst, along with his teammate
junior flanker Andre Hastings, has
decided to forego his senior year an~
enter the National Football League
draft.
Hearst attended high school in Lin;
coln County in Georgia and was rated
as the top prospect in the state, fourth
in the southeast, eighth in the nation.
Hearst was Georgias leadingrushe
as a true freshman with 717 yards and
two touchdowns.
Hastings caught the eye of hiscoaches earlv when, as a true freshman, he lead the team in touchdown
receptions.In 1991 he led the team iI\
catches (48), yardage (683) and (touchdown receptions (5).
In the Citrus Bowl he tallied 113
yards but caught no touchdowns.
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~ .fun :6lled week of Citrus Bowl festivities

Ueorgia quarterback Eric ~eier threw tor 242 yards,
leading · Bulldogs to a 10-2 record.· (Oehoog/FuTunEJ

UGAmakes
with a 21·14 victory over. Ohio State in the Florida Citrus
of activities for the teams and their fans.. (DehoogJFUTURE)

guest showing
at Citrus Bowl
At Georgia, it's a tradition.
No team is complete without a good,
1oyal mascot and the Bulldogs just
would not be the same without UGA,
their loveable and most dedicated fan
(pictured left). This is actually UGA V,
son of UGA IV. UGA V was born on
March 6, 1990 and is registered as
UGNs Magillicuddy Two.
UGA is a solid white English Bulldog and is in attendance at every game.
He also gives of his time to charities

Above: The Georgia Bulldog, UGA V, takes in some sun,
fun and football during Citrus Bowl. (DehoogJFUTURE>

Left: Cory Spencer, 5, and Georgia's Andre Hastings
greet Blossom the PosS&m at the Disney BBQ.cDehooglFUTURE)

such as March of Dimes, Easter Seals,
Heart Fund, and was named Honorary
Chairman fo:- the "Great American
Smokeout".
In addition to charities and football
games, UGA has many responsibilties.
He atten~s alumni and booster club
functions across Georgia and Florida
and has even been to the Reisman
·Banquet. He holds the distinction of
being the only mascot ever .invited.
He also makes guest appearances at
parades and at every bowl game in
Georgia's history.
But living the dogs life is not very
hard for UGA The mascot's kennel is a
permanent air conditioned doghouse
located next to the cheerleaders platform.

LUIS, the online catalog in the library, will
NOT be available on Sat., Jan. 16 nor on
Suna, Jan. 17c
During that weekend, the Regional Data
Center in Gainesville will be replacing the
IBM equipment that controls the computerbased catalogs of all nine state university
, , system libraries. -

Position available:
- Business Manager
The Central Florida Future, the student newspaper
of the University of Central Florida, is currently
accepting applications and resumes for the position of business manager.

ft!!
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,,

~

~

This position requires a person who can supervise
people as well as oversee the financial transactions
and records of the newspaper. Candidates should
fill out an application at our business office (823·
2601) and submit a resume and any letters of recommendation possible.
This position will be filled'by February 1993 and the
chosen candidate's tenure will be effective until the
end of the spring semester of 1994.

We are sorry for any inconvenience that
this may cause.

Writers
Wanted.
We are looking
for students
interesteed in
sharpening ·
their writing
skills in all
areas:

news
featu-res
sport$
opinion/

editorial
All students
welcome.

GET
LOTS OF

Call
823-6397
for further
information.

University of Central Florida, Student Center Green
January 25 • 11 am-5pm
January 26 • 11 am-5 pm I January 27 • 1Oam-4 pm

Sure air bags work great in frontend collisions, but only a safety
belt can protect you from side and
rear-end collisions. So bu{:kle up.
And you'll cover all the angles.

YOU COllD lIARN AlOT FROM ADUMMY.
BUCKlI YOUR SAFETY BEii
fOf mrxe 1nlormanoo. call r/Je Airbag &C/11/d Safety Hodire· 800-424-9393
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